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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

OSL SIMULATES FIRST INVESTMENT-GRADE TOKENISED WARRANT

BY UBS AG IN HONG KONG

This announcement is made by OSL Group Limited (the ‘‘Company’’ and together with its
subsidiaries, the ‘‘Group’’) on a voluntary basis to inform its shareholders and potential
investors of the latest information about the Group.

The board of directors (the ‘‘Board’’) of the Company proudly announces participation in
UBS AG’s pilot investment-grade tokenised warrant and simulated product life cycle in
Hong Kong — featuring an equity-linked call warrant token issued on the Ethereum-based
public blockchain by UBS AG to OSL Digital Securities Limited.

This groundbreaking initiative can revolutionise the digital asset landscape in Hong Kong.
OSL, known for its dedication to setting global standards for innovation, performance,
security, and compliance, is partnering with UBS AG to introduce the first investment-grade
tokenised warrant and simulated the product life cycle in the region.

The Company believes OSL remains committed to pushing the boundaries of what is
possible in the digital asset space. This collaboration signifies a major step forward in
bringing sophisticated financial products to the market, setting the stage for further
innovation and growth.
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